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TRASHMASTERS 2004 - UT-CHATTANOOGA
Questions by Rob Long, Tom Michael, Anne Mitchell, & Chris Sloan

1. He is no more. He has ceased to be. He has expired and gone to meet his maker. He's a stiff. Bereft of life, he rests in
peace. If he hadn't nailed him to the perch he'd be pushing up the daisies. His metabolic processes are now history. He's
off the twig. He's kicked the bucket, shuffled off his mortal coil, run down the curtain and joined the bleeding choir
invisible! For ten points, "THIS IS AN EX-" ... what?
parrot
Answer:
Accept: Ex-parrot
Accept: Norwegian Blue Parrot, and ifthey say it, reply, "Lovely plumage."
Accept: Graham Chapman (Cleese modified the bit for his speech at Chapman's funeral)
2. This book is divided into four main sections entitled "People in Your Life", "Your Private Life", "Your School Life",
and "Things to Think About". In between each section, there is an "Instant Message" chapter that details differences
between being a Pinhead and a Smart Operator. The book relates incidents in the author's life, such as losing his virginity
at the age of 20. Unfortunately, it does not give any advice on phone sex and proper use of a vibrator. FTP identify this
2004 release that is aimed at a younger crowd and penned by a conservative talk show host
Answer:
THE O'REILLY FACTOR FOR KIDS: A Survival Guide For America's Families
3. VHl Classic is pushing his "Live at Montreux 1982 & 1985" double disc set which includes the performance that
caught the attention of both David Bowie and Jackson Browne. Bowie offered him the lead guitar spot on the album
"Let's Dance," and Browne offered the use of his studio to record his first album for free. That album, "Texas Flood,"
featured his band Double Trouble and spawned the hit "Pride and Joy." FTP, name this blues rock legend behind "Cold
Shot" and "Crossfire" who died in a helicopter crash on August 26, 1990.
Answer:
Stevie Ray Vaughan
4. As a senior, he led Detroit Central High School to a Class A state basketball championship. He began his college
career at Michigan State in 1998, but transferred to Eastern Michigan after just one semester, leading that team in
rebounds. He transferred again to College of Sequoias for the 2000-2001 season, but did not play. After his third transfer,
he led his team to the Elite 8, became an honorable mention All-American, and was runner up for MAC player of the year
for his new team, Kent State. And yet, after all of that, he went pro in a different sport! For ten points, name this second
year pro footballer, now tearing up the NFL as a tight end for the San Diego Chargers.
Answer:
Antonio Gates
5. Two of her three patents are for "Pantyhose with shaping band for Cheeky derriere relief" and the third is for a
brassiere. Her lesser-known acting credits include "The Maltese Bippy," "Seven Brides for Seven Brothers, and "My
Living Doll." Her latest escapades include crusades against gas-powered leaf blowers and a nasty and lengthy feud with
neighbor Jim Belushi. And, of course, for two seasons she played "Catwoman" on "Batman." FTP, who thanked Wong
Faa "for everything?"
Answer:
Julie Newmar
6. This song was inspired by the Stephen Vincent Benet poem entitled "The Mountain Whippoorwill". The music and
lyrics to the song were improvised in the recording studio. The song was remade by the rap group KMC Kru, who
changed the locale to the state of Michigan and changed the prize to "a turntable of gold". FTP identify this tune which
won the 1979 CMA Single of the Year and helped the Charlie Daniels Band become a household name.
THE DEVIL WENT DOWN TO GEORGIA
Answer:
7. Launched in the U.S. in August of 1995, its failure may be attributed to the lack of availability of high-efficiency green
and blue LEDs to create a full color display. Although marketed as portable, movement while playing the unit was
impossible due to size and weight and could damage the mirrors used for displaying images. Bundled with "Mario's
Tennis" at launch, each game contained a warning displayed periodically to stop playing to reduce eye strain. FTP, name
this failed Nintendo console, whose bulky, red, head-mounted screen and lack of games led to its rapid demise.
Virtual Boy
Answer:

8. Talk about a man of many talents. He was a propellorhead on Shrek 2, and he did sound effects and was the composer
for 1983's Nightbeast. He played a delivery boy in Regarding Henry and a guy named Doug in Six Degrees of
Separation. He wrote Taking Care of Business, and he wrote the screenplay for Armageddon. He will be directing the
upcoming Mission Impossible III. He was composer, director, producer, and sometimes writer for the TV show Felicity,
but he is perhaps best known for performing most all of those same roles for two TV shows that, starting in January, will
lead off ABC's Wednesday night prime time lineup. FTP, name this creator of Alias and Lost.
Answer:
J. J. Abrams
9. On June 3rd, 2004 a forty-five year old Julio Franco became the oldest piayer to accomplish this feat, taking the title
from Carlton Fisk who accomplished it in 1991 at age 43. In 1961, Jim Gentile entered the record books by doing this in
both the 1st and 2nd inning of the same game. Lou Gehrig is the all-time leader with 23, and in 1999 the leading active
player, Robin Ventura, became the only man to do this in both ends of a double-header. Boston switchhitter Bill Mueller
is the only man to accomplish it twice in the same game from different sides of the plate, and Fernando Tatis is the only
player to do it twice in the same inning. FTP name this hitting feat, resulting in four RBI's.
Answer:
hitting a Grand Slam home run
10. Minor characters on this TV show included Sister Ethel, Father Hargis, and Gavin Doosler. This show, which was set
at St. Augustine's Academy, had three of its actresses appear in at least one of the Nightmare on Elm Street movies. The
most notable of those three was Heather Langenkamp. FTP identify this TV series that revolved around Coach Lubbock,
his wife and eight kids.
Answer:
Just The Ten Of Us
11. Currently, this singer from the late 80's and early 90's is in a goth-pop band named Oppera. She has dabbled in acting
by playing an undercover cop named Dahlia Mendez on the show Wiseguy and she portrayed Gloria on a popular Disney
series. Her music has been more popular in the UK. than in the US.; her second album was an American flop, but it did
spawn the hit "Love ... Thy Will Be Done". FTP identify this one-named singer, whose biggest hit is sampled on
Eminem's song Like Toy Soldiers.
Answer:
Martika OR MARTA MARRERO MARTINEZ
12. She is the founder of the Always Dream Foundation as well as the namesake of a sports facility in San Francisco's
Embarcadero Center. Recently she was the host of McCormick's Salute to American Music where she performed with
Michael W. Smith, Kimberly Locke, and Art Garfunkle and where she announced plans to decrease her workload due to
pregnancy. Her love of hockey led to a role in Mighty Ducks 2 as well as her marriage to NHL defenseman Bret Hedican.
FTP name this athlete whose love of the ice led to a 1992 gold medal in figure skating in Alberville, France.
Answer:
Kristi Yamaguchi
13. This company was founded in 1934 in Normal, Illinois by Gus Belt with the slogan "In Sight it Must Be Right". It
expanded into the vacated buildings of a restaurant chain called "Goal Post" and moved into other states after being
purchased by Longchamps Inc. It has been owned by E.W. Kelley and Associates since 1981 and is publicly traded
under stock symbol SNS. FTP, name this chain unlikely to be visited by vegans, where loyal customers can pay with
special Takhomacards and order Side-by-Side Shakes or the original Steakburger.
Answer:
Steak In Shake
14. Born in New Zealand, this man started out working as a cameraman, and has gone on to serve as host for a variety of
shows. He served as a Road Warrior on the short-lived show Fox After Breakfast. Shows that he has hosted that bear his
name include his internationally syndicated Heroes, which details thrill-seekers throughout the world; and Travel Crazy,
which aired on the Travel Channel. Currently, he hosts No Opportunity Wasted on the Discovery Channel. FTP identify
this man, whose previous experience with travel shows helps with his hosting duties on The Amazing Race.
Answer:
Phil Keoghan
15. Born in London in 1840, he made his name fighting for the 1st Bangalore Pioneers and publishing "Heavy Game of
the Western Himalayas." His hunting experience helped him become a hired assassin, though it is unknown why he tried
to avenge his boss' death at Reichenbach Falls with boulders instead of his air gun. This "second-most dangerous man in
London" is finally captured by Sherlock Holmes after an attempt on Holmes' life in "The Adventure of the Empty
House." FTP, name this chief of staff for Professor Moriarty, whose last name has become a popular insult on Fark.com.
Answer:
Colonel Sebastian Moran

16. He was born in 1902 in a small Louisiana town and was given the name Espera Decorti. After his father's death, he
moved to Hollywood and went on to appear in over 100 movies. In many films he portrayed an uncredited Indian; and in
his last film, 1987's Ernest Goes To Camp, he was Old Indian "Chief St. Cloud". He is best known, though, for his
appearance in a public service ad that began airing on the second-ever Earth Day. FTP give the name we better-know this
crying Indian.
IRON EYES and/or CODY
Answer:
17. For the 2005 model year, it is offered in two trim lines: a base 3.5 Liter V6 and an upgraded GT edition. However, it
is not powered by Joe Strummer spinning in his grave with the Clash song "Should I Stay or Should I Go?" featured
prominently in its ad campaign. Sharing a platform with the Malibu Maxx, it was introduced to replace the Grand Am.
FTP, name this new Pontiac model given away on September 13, 2004 by Oprah Winfrey to audience members on her
show.
Answer:
Pontiac G6
18. The English language script for Miyazaki's "Princess Mononoke," the children's book "The Day I Swapped My Dad
for Two Goldfish," the TV series and novel "Neverwhere," and the novel "American Gods" are all creations of this
prolific writer better known for graphic novels such as "Death: the High Cost of Living" and "Signal to Noise." FTP, who
is this creator of the DC Comics series "Sandman" and co-author, with Terry Pratchett, of "Good Omens."
Answer:
Neil Gaiman
19. The original, directed by Norman J ewison began with a bank robbery; while John McTiernan's remake focuses on art
theft. Paul Burke plays a detective in the original, Dennis Leary a detective in the remake. Faye Dunaway appears in both
films but in different roles, with Rene Russo playing the female lead in the remake. FTP what is this 1968 classic heist
film starring Steve McQueen remade in 1999 with Pierce Brosnan as the title character?
Answer:
The Thomas Crown Affair
20. Alan Arkin played this character in one film, and another starred Roberto Benigni as his illegitimate son; it remains to
be seen if Steve Martin can pull off the role. A master of disguise, his triumphs include foiling Sir Charles Litton, a
notorious jewel thief known as The Phantom. A constant source of irritation for Chief Inspector Dreyfus, his home life
features his manservant Cato constantly attacking him by surprise. FTP, who is this French police official most famously
played by Peter Sellers in a series of Blake Edwards films?
Answer:
Inspector Jacques Clouseau
21. This sport is believed to have originated in Scotland, though a couple of paintings by Brueghel the Elder show Dutch
peasants playing it. The four-player teams are divided into the lead, second, third, and skip, and they usually throw their
rocks in that order. Played in ten "ends," each player on each team will throw their rocks twice each end, while the skip or
third shout instructions and the other two players sweep the ice. FTP, what is this official provincial sport of
Saskatchewan, making its Olympic reappearance beginning in 1998.
Answer:
curling
22. It is where Hagrid got the dragon egg that became Baby Norbert, and this small inn in the town of Hogsmeade is noted
for both its cheapness and its "dodgy" clientele. It's also never safe there to assume that you're not being overheard, as
both Dumbledore and Harry Potter discovered sixteen years apart. FTP, what is this fictional Inn whose sign features a
decapitated porcine?
Answer:
Hog's Head Inn
23. He is the seventh and only surviving son born to a religious mother. He was playing in a band posing as the
Cadillacs, when he was discovered by the man whose band he would later join. He launched a solo career in 1976, and he
became the first black male vocalist to have four consecutive studio albums go platinum. Unfortunately he was in a car
crash in 1982 that left him paralyzed. FTP identify this singer who once sang lead for Harold Melvin and the Blue Notes.
Answer:
TEDDY PENDERGRASS
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1. 30-20-10-5-1 Identify the singer.
30 pts. She had much bigger success in the u.K. than in the U.S. Some of her u.K. hits include "48 Crash", "Can the
Can", and "Devil's Gate Drive".
20 pts. In real life she was once part of a band named Cradle, and in fictional life she was backed by the Suedes.
10 pts. Her biggest U.S. hit was a duet with Chris Norman titled "Stumblin' In".
5 pts. She hosted a program on BBC's Radio 2 called "Rockin' With Suzi Q" and appeared in the role of Leather
Tuscadero on seven episodes of Happy Days.
1 pts. I assume the Q in "Rockin' With Suzi Q" stands for Quatro.
SUZI QUATRO (OR QUATROCCHIO)
Answer:
2. The movie Sideways features a group of wine lovers. Let's test your varietal wine knowledge FTPE.
A. The best of versions of this red wine come from Napa Valley, though characters shun it in the movie for being
omnipresent and too easy to grow.
Answer:
Cabernet Sauvignon
B. Similar to Cabernet but less dense, Miles would rather leave a restaurant than allow anyone to order a glass of this
wine.
Merlot
Answer:
C. Finally, this is Miles and Maya's favorite type of wine because it's made ofthe hardest grapes to grow. Some ofthe
few places it thrives are the Russian River and Williamette Valleys.
Answer:
Pinot Noir
3. A prime example of the uselessness of preseason and early-season polls occurred in NCAA Women's Basketball
Thanksgiving weekend, 2004. FTPE:
Perennial favorite Tennessee lost to what #4 ranked team 74-59 on Thanksgiving Day?
Answer:
University of Texas
Three days later Texas blew a 17 point lead and was knocked off 63-60 by what then-unranked opponent?
Answer:
University of California Los Angeles
Meanwhile #3 Georgia, who'd steamrolled Texas 78-64 the previous weekend, fell 64-63 to what unranked opponent?
Answer:
Texas Christian University
4.
. From being kicked off the Tonight Show for destroying their equipment during the sound check to on-stage
fights between the lead singer and base player Pat Matthews, one Australian band can always be counted on for an
interesting live show. FTP each:
A. Who is this band, whose debut album was "Highly Evolved?"
Answer:
The Vines
B. What lead singer of The Vines was thought to have been wasted during the many, many incidents?
Answer:
Craig Nicholls
C. In November, 2004 Nicholls had an assault case dropped when doctors diagnosed his behavioral problems as actually
stemming from what syndrome related to autism?
Answer:
Asperger's Syndrome
5.Yes, your genial quizmaster works for a health insurance company. No, he did not write this bonus. For the stated
number of points, answer these questions about actuaries and trash.
A. 5 pts. Bob Blake, an actuary from Vancouver, was the Season 7 Tournament of Champions on what game show?
Answer:
JEOPARDY!
B. 10 pts. The 70' s made-for-TV movie The Billion Dollar Bubble stars this famous actor portraying an actuary in the
middle of the Equity Funding Corporation scandal. His role as an actuary arguably has less in common with his recent
portrayal of a New York City mayor than to an earlier performance as the god Hades.
Answer:
James WOODS
C. 15 pts. Voiced by Elliot Gould, Mr. Stoppable is the father of major character Ron Stoppable on this cartoon show and.
Mr. Stoppable once quipped "I'm an actuary, I can work anywhere they put a dollar value on life".
Answer:
KIM POSSIBLE

. 6.
The poker crazy has swept the nation, and there is no bigger stage than the World Series of Poker. Have you been
paying attention? Let's find out.
(a) For five points apiece, name the last two winners of the WSOP main event.
Answers:
Greg Raymer and Chris Moneymaker
(b) For ten points apiece, name the last two runners-up ofthe WSOP main event.
Sam Farha and David Williams
Answers:
7. Name the movie from the quotes for ten points, or for five if you also need the director. Hint: all three were in wide
release on the same weekend.
A. 10: "They serve so that we don't have to. They offer to give up their lives so that we can be free. It is remarkably their
gift to us. And all they ask for in return is that we never send them into harm's way unless it is absolutely necessary. Will
they ever trust us again?"
5: Michael Moore
Fahrenheit 9/11
Answer:
B. 10: "I believe there's a hero in all of us, that keeps us honest, gives us strength, makes us noble, and finally allows us to
die with pride, even though sometimes we have to be steady, and give up the thing we want the most. Even our dreams."
5: Sam Raimi
Spiderman 2
Answer:
C. 10: "Please, no, por favor, por favor, please no, I implore you. I was doing it for my family! My mother she's sick and
my father he lives off the garbage. The king offered me much money and I have a little brother... "
5: Andrew Adamson, Kelly Asbury, Conrad Vernon
Answer:
Shrek 2
8. In April 2002, CNNSl.com compiled its All-Time Small-School Team, composed of well-known NFL players who
were drafted from not-so-well known schools. For ten points given one player, and five if you need another, name the
following three small schools, the only three with multiple representatives on the team:
10: Lester Holmes
.5: Walter Payton
Answer:
Jackson State
10: Willie Roaf
5: Terry Bradshaw
Answer:
Louisiana Tech
10: Willie Buchanon
5: Marshall Faulk
Answer:
San Diego State
9. (Read to team before giving out handout) This bonus was inspired by the short-lived game show "Never Mind the
Buzzcocks". Designate one member of your team as the "giver". The "giver" will have to get his or her teammates to
guess up to six songs in a minute, by humming or whistling the song. The "giver" is allowed to use hand motions, drum
on the desk, or any other methods to help get the song across. But, the "giver" CANNOT say any actual words. Your
team will score 5 points for every song gotten within the given minute. Note that the "giver" may choose in what order to
give the songs. (GIVE PLAYERS HANDOUT OF QUESTION ON LAST PAGE OF PACKET)

List of songs:

Answer: A. LIKE A VIRGIN
Answer: B. THIS LOVE
Answer: C. HOLD MY HAND
Answer: D. POUR SOME SUGAR ON ME
Answer: E. TUB THUMPING
Answer: F. MARGARITAVILLE

(by Madonna)
(by Maroon 5)
(by Hootie and the Blowfish)
(by Def Leppatd)
(by Chumbawamba)
(by Jimmy Buffet)

10.
Name the movies from descriptions FTPE.
A. Writer/director Richard Kelly helmed this 2001 film about a teenager and an evil rabbit.
Donnie Darko
Answer:
B. Mike Newell directed this 1997 film about FBI agent Joe Pistone infiltrating the mob
Donnie Brasco
Answer:
C. A psychiatrist treats a patient who believes he's the world's greatest lover in this 1995 Jeremy Leven film.
Don Juan DeMarco
Answer:

11. CBS decided to spice up this season of Survivor with creative casting, adding lesbians and physically challenged
contestants into the mix. Name these castaways from clues.
A. He was the second-to-Iast man to be voted out and competed well despite an artificial leg.
Chad Crittenden
Answer:
B. She was perceived as the ring-leader of the women's alliance, but would have been voted off the island when her
alliance broke if she and her girlfriend hadn't won the immunity challenge.
Ami Cusack
Answer:
C. She has both a lesbian partner and an artificial limb. Despite her poor performance in the challenges, her scheming
has kept her in the game.
Answer:
Scout Cloud Lee
12. With over 40 million books sold, the "Left Behind" series is the best-seller of Apocalyptic fiction. FTP, identify:
A. the March, 2004 book that was supposed to be the last of the series, though at least four prequels and sequels are now
planned.
Answer:
Glorious Appearing
B. FTP, identify the book that started the series off.
Left Behind (duh!)
Answer:
C. FFPE, identify the authors of the series.
Answer:
Reverend Tim LaHaye and Jerry Jenkins
13. For ten points each, identify the following sportscaster babes:
A. She's worked for the Dallas Cowboys, ESPN2, FOX Sports, and now ESPN; where an interview with Joe Namath had
to be cut short because he kept saying "I want to kiss you."
Answer:
Suzy Kolber
B. You can find her on a list of "famous Lutherans." This Golden Bear alumna has announced WNBA games on Lifetime
and hosted CBS Sports' "At The Half," and was courtside during the 2004 NBA finals. To tell you her current weekly gig
would make this too easy.
Answer:
Michelle Tafoya
C. Host of the Emmy-nominated "Championships of the NCAA," this former Maryland Terrapin gymnast is lead feature
reporter on "The NFL Today."
Answer:
Bonnie Bernstein
14.
FTPE, name these Halo 2 characters making a reappearance from the first game.
A: Although not a character, this viral mutant race is back again, much to the question writer's dismay. The Halo ring
worlds were built by the Forerunners to contain them.
Answer:
The Flood
B: A Covenant Elite publicly blamed for the destruction of the Halo from the first game becomes a player-controlled
character assigned to destroy a Heretic faction. The Elite is given this name, a rank only used in times of great crisis.
Answer:
The Arbiter
C: This "Artificial Intelligence Construct" also makes her reappearance with an avatar with longer hair and differentcolored skin. During the course of the game, she becomes separated from the Master Chief and ends the game with her
loyalty in question.
Answer:
Cortana
15.
Identify the following science fiction authors for the stated number of points:
5: This writer of the classic Star Trek episode "City on the Edge of Forever" wrote the short story _"Repent, Harlequin!"
Said the Ticktockman_, and also edited the short story collection "Dangerous Visions."
Answer:
Harlan Ellison
10: The short story collection "Dangerous Visions" contained "The Jigsaw Man" by this writer, better known as the
creator of "Ringworld."
Answer: Larry Niven
15: "Dangerous Visions" also contains the incest-themed story ""If All Men Were Brothers, Would You Let One Marry
Your Sister" by this author, who today seems better remembered for his namesake Law that "90% of everything is shit."
Answer:
Theodore Sturgeon

f '

16. People Magazine recently revealed its choice for Sexiest Man Alive for 2004. FTPE answer these questions about the
award.
A. This busy actor received the 2004 title.
Answer:
Jude Law
B. When People chose to break from tradition and honor the Sexiest Couple in 1993, this supermodel became the only
woman to receive "Sexiest" honors.
Answer:
Cindy Crawford (with Richard Gere)
C. In addition to Jude Law and Richard Gere, fifteen different men have held the title. Name any ten for one point each.
You have 15 seconds.
Mark Harmon
Answer:
Mel Gibson
Harry Hamlin
John F. Kennedy Jr.
Sean Connery
Tom Cruise
Patrick Swayze
Nick Nolte
Brad Pitt
Denzel Washington
George Clooney Harrison Ford
Ben Affleck
Pierce Brosnan
Johnny Depp
17. Given a song and the year it was released, name the "artist" FTPE.
A. Rumors (2004)
Answer:
Lindsay Lohan
B. I Heard a Rumor (1987)
Bananarama
Answer:
C. Rumors (1986)
Timex Social Club
Answer:
18.
Even though it didn't last long, the 2002 version ofthe Twilight Zone was still able to revisit some of the episodes
from the original series. FTP apiece answer the following:
A.
The episode "It's Still a Good Life" sought to give the classic episode "It's a Good Life" a happy ending. Two of
the classic episode's actors were brought back for the new story, Cloris Leachman and this former child actor who played
the part of Anthony Fremont.
Answer:
BILL MUMY
B.
The retelling of this classic "Twilight Zone" episode starred Molly Sims who finds herself an outcast because of
her looks, despite eleven surgeries to correct her condition.
EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
Answer:
C.
In the updated version of this classic episode, people in a peaceful neighborhood are lead to believe that a group
of terrorists have moved in next door after all their electronic devices fail. In the original episode, people are lead to
believe a group of aliens live next door.
Answer: The Monsters Are Due On Maple Street (or The Monsters Are on Maple Street, the 2002 retitling)

40-30-20-10-5-1, name the actor and author from these clues:
19.
40: He, or she, or it, is an actor and author.
30: His final film appearance was as "God" in the Otto Preminger film "Skidoo," and his screenplay credits include "The
King and The Chorus Girl"
20: His first books include "Beds" and "Many Happy Returns," a how-to book about tax evasion.
10: "Memoirs of a Mangy Lover," the follow-up to his autobiography, and the play "Time for Elizabeth" were written in
the 1950's and 1960's.
5: A brother's autobiography is entitled "Harpo Speaks"
1: His autobiography is "Groucho and Me," and his son's biography of him is "Life With Groucho."
Answer:
Groucho Marx

20 .. Since we're in Chattanooga, let's mosey up hill and go see Rock City! Answer the following about the Lookout
Mountain attraction for the stated number of points:
5: The Flag Court is named for the number of states that, on a clear day, can supposedly be seen from the summit. For five
points, how many?
Seven (Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia)
Answer:
15: They tell some story about how the doomed Cherokee couple Sautee and Nacoochee met their ends, for fifteen points,
at what promontory?
Lover's Leap
Answer:
10: Two species of this animal - one native and one imported from Europe in the 1930's - can often be glimpsed in what
namesake park?
Answer:
Deer Park
For ten points apiece, identify these TV shows produced by Tom Snyder. Note that we are not talking about the
21.
talk show host, but instead are referring to the man behind "Squigglevision" shows.
A.
This show deals with a divorced therapist raising his 23 year-old slacker son named Ben. Various comedians
made appearances as guest voices on the show, including Dave Attell, Ray Romano, and Andy Kindler.
Answer:
Dr. Katz Professional Therapist
B.
This show featured a kid named Brendon Small, who had aspirations of being a filmmaker. The series lasted only
six episodes in its original run on UPN. It later moved to Cartoon Network's "Adult Swim" block where more first-run
episodes were added.
Answer:
Home Movies
C.
This series is currently being run on The N network. On the show, high-schoolers Kevin, Abby, Harold, and Beth
deal with teenage life and the "weirdness". The "weirdness" has such properties as making people act like cats or making
them magnetic.
Answer:
O'Grady
22. Identify the following types of beers for ten points each:
A. First brewed in the 1840's in what is now the Czech Republic, the Urquell brand of this style of lager created by Josef
Groll is considered the prototype.
Answer:
Pilsner
B. In spite of its regal name, this style originated in the antebellum U.S. It's popular among microbreweries, where it is
usually abbreviated IPA.
Answer:
Imperial Pale Ale
C. Though the name is the same as the German word for "goat," this potent beer style is actually named for its origin in
Einbeck.
Answer:
Bock
23.40-30-20-10-5-1, name the newspaper:
40: It is published in the United States of America.
30: Jim Morin is its editorial cartoonist.
20: Editorial columnist Carl Hiaasen has also written novels, including "Striptease."
10: Humor columnist Dave Barry will be taking a sabbatical starting in January, 2005.
5: It is the largest English-language daily published in Miami.
1: The masthead reads "The Miami Herald."
Answer:
The Miami Herald
24. Identify the following Hollywood vegetarians and vegans from clues FTSNOP:
10: Romantically linked at times to Cybill Shepherd and doomed Playboy Playmate of the Year Dorothy Stratten, this
director turned down a chance to direct "The Godfather" to instead helm "What's Up, Doc?" and "Paper Moon."
Answer:
Peter Bogdanovich
5: After appearing as the sexy female lead in "Revenge of the Nerds 2" and "Summer School," she played Georgia on
"Ally McBeal" while finding time to co-star with Carrot Top in "Chairman ofthe Board."
Answer:
Courtney Thorne-Smith
15: This vegan appeared as a call girl who slept with Rob Lowe in the pilot of "The West Wing," guest-starred as a
transsexual on "Ally McBeal," and currently plays the hospital director on "House."
Answer:
Lisa Edelstein
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The "giver" will have to get his or her teammates to guess up to six songs in a
minute, by humming or whistling the song. The "giver" is allowed to use hand
motions, drum on the desk, or any other nonverbal methods to help get the song
across. But, the "giver" CANNOT say any actual words. Your team will score 5
points for every song gotten within the given minute. Note that the "giver" can
choose in what order to give the songs.

List of songs:
A. LIKE A VIRGIN
B. THIS LOVE
C. HOLD MY HAND
D. POUR SOME SUGAR ON ME
E. TUB THUMPING
F. MARGARITA VILLE

(by Madonna)
(by Maroon 5)
(by Hootie and the Blowfish)
(by Def Leppard)
(by Chumbawamba)
(by Jimmy Buffet)

